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TrailerTrashIre-Chic
Housing shortagesbring back student trailerpark.

I

by Hallie Waters

a

I

Bard College has long embraced the arts, music, and high culture. It seems only
natural for its students to be stashed away in a miniature trailer park near North campus.
"Nobody was happy to live in a trailer," said Jeffrey Brodsky. He expected to share a South
Hall double with fellow trailer tenant Joe Stewart. They looked forward to living on Main
Campus and being surrounded by friends. Things changed just before the start of this
semester. 'That world shattered,• said Brodsky.
South Hall, most recently a sophomore dorm, now houses freshmen. Trailers
house displaced sophomores; among them are Brodsky and friends Stewart, Patrick Hebron
and Tim Donovan. "One of these lights doesn't work, neither of the lights in the hall work.
There's two broken lights in the bathroom The phones and the internet didn't work when we
first got here. This air conditioner doesn't work and there's no fire extinguisher ..." explained
Brodsky.
In addition to lighting and climate control issues, their fire alarms are not connected to the main system in the security office.
'If there was a fire in here, security wouldn't know unless we called them or unless they
saw it," said Stewart.
The trailer is held up by cinder
blocks and what appears to be chewing gum,
producing a divine sense of wilderness. The
main door does not close completely, and
Brodsky ran into some problems when he got
locked out of his room. Security came with a
large chain of keys. 'They went through all of
them, and none of them opened my door.
And they realized they don't have keys for the
rooms. So they tried to get in through my window. They broke my screen, and realized they
wouldn't be able to get through.' When security failed to deliver, it became clear the job
was suited only for a crowbar.
Trailer residents were denied the
10-meal plan enjoyed by residents of Village
Suites. This strikes them as unfair because
the Village is closer to Kline, suites house the
same number of people, and both Village
Suites and trailers have full kitchens.
"If we had to make one comment about the meal plan, I would say it's a travesty," said
Hebron.
Fred Barnes, Director of Residence Life, was not aware of this problem, but
offered a possible explanation: "Maybe because with any luck, the trailers will be temporary,
and people will be able to go into regular residence halls and not have to stay then;."
Although they face many inconveniences, the trailer residents have not been totally abandoned by B&G or Res. Life.'He's been a good guy to us.' Hebron said of Fred Barnes. "But
the man's been screwing us." 'I feel kind of upset that the Admissions office so grossly misjudged how many people were going to come to Bard this year," Stewart said.
"I don't know very much about their situation, but it seems like there are way too
many freshmen and the resources are getting strained."
His three trailermates agreed. Despite numerous health hazards and possible
safety violations, they enjoy a large common room and a good dynamic between all residents. 'I don't want to live anywhere else," said Tim Donovan. "I think it's lovely." He
explained that friends from other dorms are actually jealous of their housing, the amount of
space, and the overall set-up.

'Now that it's finally coming together," he said, "I just want a fire extinguisher."
It is still unclear whether or not the students will remain where they are for the
duration of the academic year. The three trailers are rented from a company called After
Disaster, which specializes in emergency housing.
"Some were leftover from a few years ago, when we actually had eight trailers that
we were using to house students," Barnes said. 'At one point, we were housing six students
in each one.•
-.
"I like them for students to live in," Barnes said of the trailers. 'My concern is,
even though they're on campus, they're still kind of isolated. Even with the suites, there's
four suites in one building versus having your own suite someplace else. The community
suffers in that respect.•
Although Admissions accepted 200 hundred fewer students than last year, a
greater percentage of them came. Vice President of Student Affairs and Director of
Admission Mary Backlund has encountered w~at she called "increasingly larger applicant
pools." She estimated the total enrollment to be approximately 1,350 students. This year,
436 of them are first-year and transfer students, up from 391
, last fall.
What ensued at the summer's end was a game of
musical trailers. After losing a room in South Hall, Brodsky and
Stewart were assigned a double in what they called the Feitler
Trailer.
We tried to keep freshmen in common areas," said
Barnes. 'South Hall used to be a freshmen building years ago.
Then we were able to get the freshman out of there and consolidate them in Crueger Village and South Campus." When
Feitler's trailer mysteriously disappeared, Residence Life placed
the two sophomores in Hirsch. Later on, they switched to their
current trailer.
Of the Fietler trailer Barnes remarks: 'That was something that
we actually owned, and there was no need for it, so we got rid
of it.. They're going to be doing some work down at Feitler, and
that would have been in the way. Originally, if we needed it for
students. We were going to use it, but we didn't.'
Feitler's former trailer was attached to the house. It
had two singles, two bathrooms, a lounge, and storage space.
Kiernan Rok, a Political Studies and Human Rights major beginning his second year at Feitler explained what occured after the trailer was damaged in
2002 by summer occupants: 'We started advocating for a replacement- a permanent addition to the house- because it was pretty busted and we needed something better," he said.
At the end of last year, the Administration disclosed plans to remove the trailer and build a
permanent addition with rooms to accommodate Feitler's 12 residents. The trailer was then
hauled away in mid-July. In a recent meeting, members of the Administration explained their
last minute change of plans. "They told us the school had decided they weren't going to
build anything, and we would have to just deal with it this year, and next year reduce the
number of people down to 10 from 12," Rok said.
Until then, Feitler may be overcrowded. Although each student has a bed, a double
has become a triple, there are fewer bathrooms and no common area. Furniture has ended
up on the lawn, due to lack of storage space. 'There used to be room for guests, however
the space is now insufficient for residents themselves.'
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Downloading a l ,aws11it

Mp-3 smay get you thrown zn the bing.
by !Joanna Fivesdal
Everything comes with a price. This lesson
became painfully clear to over 200 music lovers earlier this
month when copyright lawsuits were filed by the Recording
Industry Association of America (RIAA)(http://www.riaa.org)
against Internet users trading music online. In an effort
to discourage piracy, the
music industry is resorting to
scare tactics, threatening to
hit offenders where it hurts:
in the pocketbook.
How hard does the
RIAA hit? Settlement payments have already carried
prices of $12,000 to
$17,500. For students from
Princeton, RPI, and Michigan
Technology University, this is
not small change, as tuition
expenses and gas prices continue to rise across the country. College Students, however, are not the only offenders
~
who've paid the price. It was
rt
reported that professors, teenagers, grandparents, and even
tJ:I a twelve year old girl have found themselves subjects of the
~ RIAA's crusade against music piracy. This is not surprising
~ as it is estimated that some 60 million Americans take part
~ in file-sharing networks, as different software has made the
;
search and retrieval of song favorites easier than ever
~
before. No doubt the ease at which fans can obtain music
~
as well as the lack of cost lured many into this network of
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music traders. Yet, if one looks beyond the surface of the
matter, much larger issues concerning the attainment of
music are revealed.
Many cite the problem of artificially high prices for
CDs as the impetus behind increased downloading. As one
Bard student reflected on this problem she commented on
her own buying habits admitting, •1really don't buy CDs anymore. I don't have the money for it. So, I just bum off my
friends and burn their CDs or find free music online.' This
student is not alone in her not-buying habits. It has been
recognized by many that the prices of CDs has failed to
decline as the technology used to produce them has
become older, more commonly used, and cheaper.
This discrepancy in prices, albeit not before the
industry settled a lawsuit with 43 states which had
accused the recording institutions of price-fixing in
the 1990s, and more importantly the trend in the
decline of sales has been recognized by some in the '
music industry. This recognition has led to some
positive action, such as in the case of Universal
Music Group which has decided to cut the wholesale
price of its CDs and has recommend that retailers
sell them for $12.98 as opposed to $18.98. The
Universal Music Group's action is hoped to prompt
others to follow suit, especially as the music industry
tackles the problem of persuading the same individuals who have been threatened with legal action to
return to music stores in order to increase sales.
Among the issue of high prices is the issue of
copyright laws. On October 15, 1998 the U.S. Congress
passed a new Copyright Extension Act which would add 20
years to all copyright extensions of music copyrighted and
renewed in 1923 and thereafter. Further, current laws
regarding composers rights were also altered, making music
copyrighted up to 70 years after death. Hence, music which

may have once become public domain legally is being kept
out of the public's hands allowing for the further financial
benefit of the recording industry for years to come. This
issue has started to fuel the public's resentment towards
the music industry and their efforts to discourage the downloading and sharing of music.
With the controversy over music downloading, it is
no wonder some people fear that the recent legal action
taken by the music industry may lead to a backlash on the
part of consumers who, no matter what laws are passed or
payments imposed, will always hold the right to purchase
what they choose. And as long as the public holds this right
the music industry
will be forced to follow and react to
consumer trends.
As the world

__
___
~;~~~i§~~iiif::
1
continues
to the
change
and
anonymity disappears, we must recognize that our
actions, however
small, shape our
society even as our
society continues to
shape us. Thus,
only time will tell what the outcome of the music debate will
be. Today, you can protect yourself from getting "hit where it
hurts' and becoming the RIAA's next target by learning
about the functionality of file sharing programs and turning
off the outbound function o( these programs. Visit
http://security.uchicago.edu/peer-to eer/no_fileshare.shtml
to learn how to do so, and continue to look for bands who
give permission for the free downloading of their music.

Jahn Ke11yan the Move
Administrationshiftinggears

I

by Kate Waters
John Kelly does it for love. His recent switch to Calendar and Facilities
Director landed him the position of Director of Summer Programs. He is
starting to work on Bard's new online events calendar. 'We're getting a
lot of requests to have events come to the college. In the past it was big
names going against big names," he said, in an interview.
The need for one calendar to organize events had been growing
at Bard in the past four years, but with John's new web-based program,
'everyone will have access to look and see what's going on. The process
will include being able to go online, make selections of available rooms
and dates and then make a tentative request which will be approved
through Allen
Josey's office,'
he said. John
Kelly's position
change came
after we decided
his three children needed
more time with
him during the
day. He is also
balancing family
time with his
work towards an
MBA in
Operations
Management. Mr. Kelly saw the transition from Dean of Freshman and .
Associate Dean of Students as necessary. The new Events Management
office will be Mr. Kelly's newest project where he will balance scheduling
requests from organizations such as New York State History, Empire State
Games, Shumacher Institute, and Voices and Vision for conferences and
summer programs at the college.
The past Todd Solondz film which was shot at Bard required
scheduling and shooting plans to get the cameras rolling. Working with
Buildings and Grounds to house attendees during such events is just a
part of what Mr. Kelly coordinates for Bard. During the year John Kelly
hopes to eliminate the coincidence of two speakers or performers being
scheduled forte same time. 'We call that a misuse of resources,' he
said, and goes on to add that he is open to having Bard students work
with him on the one calendar system. 'I would like one or two Bard students to work with so as not to get disconnected from student life issues,'
he said. John Kelly can be found at 110 Annandale House for more information.

by Gus Feldman
Too Many Freshmen, not enough Forks!
As if Kline weren't a zoo before, the Administration's decision to permit more than 460 students
into the.freshman class has made Kline diners as prevalent as the bees that are constantly swarming our
heads. I canteven give my good-afternoon smile/wink to Donna Butt, as by 1:05pm she is engulfed in a pool
of hungry freshmen who are frantically trying to swipe. Since the admittance of this epic class, Klizzy has
been depleted offorks, spoons, (knifes are always abundant) plates, and cups. Not only has theline to get in
recently become a permanent addition to Kline, but just today there was a line to leave.
What is the Botstien Administration's purpose for admitting this excess of 85ers? Perhaps to grant
some financial security as Leon waits for those philanthropic donations to start rolling in, so the school can
repay the $80 million bond they used to build the PAC.The surplus of 85ers is just one potent ingredient signifying the Vassarization of Bard. This frightening trend (which is obviously advocated by the administration),
is currently transforming the Bard social scene as well. Tewksbury is now a nonsmoking dorm!!! It's probably
for the best. Cigarettes are nasty and leftist students who buy them are hypocrites. But the problem with the
formation of a smoke-free Tewksbury is that the serene 85ers inhabiting the dorm's doubles have no idea
how h(b)ard-core life once was in the concrete haven. Although Res-Life's descion to turn Tewks into a nonicotine dorm may save a couple 85ers from emphysema, it marks a deterioration of Bard culture.
The Botstien Administration expressed more student-social phobia when Four Square got a call
regarding concerns about their distribution of alcohol in th·e Old Gym. And in other sad news, the office of
Student Activities just informed Max Zbiral-Teller that the Entertainment Committee no longer possesse the
ability to buy kegs with their budget. Whether we like it or not, students are going to want to drink. If people
can't walk from their dorms to the Ole G to release and relinquish socially, then they will likely go to bars in
Tivoli where they risk driving under the influence. Even though Bard goes to the gracious extent of providing
necessary nighttime shuttles to Tivoli drin_kingspots, we all know that this does not stop the most arrogant
students who persist, putting the key in the ignition both before and after drinking.
What was the catalyst to cause this sudden change in the Botstein Administration's behavior and
policy? What happened over the summer? Or during last semester? Perhaps this is all in reaction to the
mattress burning incident? There is no question that the mattress burning incident exemplified destructive
behavior that was in need of immediate attention, but the Administration needs to keep in mind it was the
act of one (maybe two) out-of-control student(s). What do we need to do to prove to the Administration that
the mattress burning incident does not represent the behavior of the entire student body?
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And, as always, he does it for love.

Josey and the Jets
Admin guy likespudding

I

by Laura Bomyea
"He makes great banana pudding,• writes one of Allen Josey's friends,
'He's very close to his grandmother. He believes the Beatles were the
most influential rock band, and that Coke is better than Pepsi."
The essential purpose of my interview was to discover the differences between Allen Josey's old position as Director of Campus Center
and Student Activities and his new job as Assistant Dean of Stud~ntsDirector of Student Life Programming. It seems to me now, after the interview, that the distinction between the positions is vague, perhaps only a
matter of titles and pecking orders.
Josey functions as a mediator between students, the administration and the world outside the proverbial "Bard bubble." He was instrumental in the construction of the Campus Center and maintaining it
seems to be one of his top priorities. Yet, more importantly, he values his
involvement with students and considers the most important part of his
job to be maintaining his relationship with them and advocating for them.
In his words he doesn't want to become •an anonymous admin guy.'
Prompted by some of the suggestions I received from his collegues (such as "ask him about singing for the pope" and "don't forget to
mention drag race') I began to think two things: First, perhaps Allen Josey
··
)is something of a
·''Bard superhero
and second, that
he might even,
on occasion
dress the part.
As a
young boy, (from
first to sixth
),grade), Josey was
··Ha member of the
JfAtlanta Boys
:@choir (think
,Ji.~~;~~~i~ienna
where he sang
soprano and
toured and recorded a Grammy nominated boy choir album. During his
six-year stint as choir boy, Allen went to the Vatican and sang for the Pope.
He remembers the Pope riding around in his 'Pope-mobile" and shaking
his 'big hairy Pope-hand.'
Allen knows how to juggle. This to me is admirable in and of
itself. He cites his experience in grad school as evidence that he possesses something of a superhuman affinity for darts. (Well, okay,~hat he said
was that he could probably beat 90% of the people on campus. I am
awful at darts.) I also learned that he was a Bard Foosball Champion (see
trol?hYin game room) and that he and Toni Fortini won the first annual
pumpkin-carving contest last year. Clearly he is a man of great accomplishment AND he's met the Pope.
............................Continued on pg.6

Last semester, at the height of finals around twenty students organized themselves to clean,
restore and repaint the entire basement of the Old Gym. Since the mattress fire, there has also been a committee of students who have regularly met with Erin Cannan to discuss the buildings' future and ways of
ensuring responsible student behavior. Currently students do not even have the right to paint.over the white
waifs of the Old GymIf The Administration is punishing the entire student body for the single mindless act of
one or two students, while around twenty students have partaken in continuous acts of responsibility. Why
this disproportionate punishment? Erin Cannan what do we have to do to reclaimour rights concerning the
Old Gym?
Along the lines of drastic Administrative conduct; before classes started Jim Brudvig paid a visit to
Feitler for a much needed meeting. Among the many issues discussed, The Vice President of the
Administration diplomatically suggested that the residents of Feitler take down an upside-down American
flag that was wavingoutside of the house. He told the Feitlertaria.ns that he had received complaints from
some people in the campus community and that if they wished to make that statement he would encourage
them to do so within the walls of their rooms. Out of respect for the offended and Brudvig's polite manner of
handling the situation, Feitler graciously took down the flag.
ff people remember last year, right after the war in.Iraq started, a small group of students made
several attempts to take down the rightside-up flag that waves proudly by Kline. Although the students who
took down the flag in March were not as diplomatic as Jim Brudvig, they were both addressing the same
issue. As Sophie Alexander pointed out, the upside down flag inakes just as strong of a statement as the
rightside up flag. Fc;>flowing
the notions of free expression as envisoned by the Administration, maybe insul ed
students should encourage that the flag outside of Kline be placed within the.confines of walls, so as not to
offend anybody.
While we are on the subject of Feitler, I _receivedthe Manifesto below from enraged Feitlertarians.
Check it out:
First Communique of the Feltler Co-op to Friends In the Revolutlonlssued from the Kitchen of Feitler
Feit/er is a 12 member student cooperative located on Annandale Rd at the triangle. You can identify the
house by the army of bikes in the driveway and the Italian peace flag waving in the wind. Last semester the
Administration told FeiUer residents that the decrepit trailer extension (which housed 2 students and the
house lounge) would be replaced with along overdue pemanent addition. This summer they dragged the
busted-ass trailer away to' uncertain death, yet tailed to even obtain a building permit for the new addition.
Despite letters and phone calls expressing concern, Feit/er residents returned at the end of August to discover that two students did not have rooms, with the house missing its only common space, 2 bathrooms, a
fridge and much storage space as well. Subsequently, in a meeting with Jim Brudvig and John Kelly, Feit/er
resdents were told that the school would not be building the promised addition, that Feit/er residents could
accommodate the overcrowded living situation or either move to another building. Because this is an intentional community we have chosen to live together, we do not believe it would be proper to remove two Feit/er
members especially after we all paid tor and were guaranteed housing in Fietler. Currently, juniors and
seniors are living in double and single rooms as triples and doubles, to accommodate the crowded conditions. A tent camp has also been erected on the front lawn to accommodate excess bodies. Feit/er will continue to pressure Bard College to tu/fill its responsibility to provide adequate housing for on-campus students. In the mean time we wil/continue to cook big delicious vegan meals which are open to the community (its good to ask someone before hand) every night at 6:15. Viva la Revolucion!
So, to tie this up, you have been reading the G-Spot. The G-Spot is committed to shining light on to
the culture and politics of our institutional bubble as we undergo drastic change. Hopefully I'll continue with
this for the next Observer, but that all depends on how busy things get. We are, after all in the midst of a revolution ...
If you have info, news, or concerns that you want addressed in theG-Spot e-m~il them to gf823@bard.edu
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An interview with Cap'nDane and his gang ofplywoodpirates.
by !Tom Mattos

I

The Observer was fortunate enough to snag an interview
with the crew of the infamous Juliana Wakefield (that red
thing in front of the Campus center). The interview was
lively and interesting. Here it is:

Observer: Captain Dane Klinger, to put it lightly, the people would like to get an understanding of two things: 1) Why
did you want to sail a boat of fiberglass resin coated madness, built from scratch with public funds, and 2) Who the
hell followed you?

4

Dane: Arrrr. When I drink, I sprint. Everyone has their
own idiosyncrasies when the sheets have been thrown to
the wind and all control has been abandoned*. Two years
ago my affinity for track and alcohol entered me into a 3
AM race down Annandale Road with a girl .named Cristina
Calvert. By the end of the race two things had happened:
Cristina had thrown up, and I had resolved to build a boat.
The dream was that of river rats, and no vessel would do
justice to those ancient ranks like a sailing barge. Over the
next year I conscripted a crew, obtained a place to build the
vessel, and began doing research. Along the road help was
plenty, names too numerou? to mention in these anodes,
but a corps of officers and mates stand out as having been
instrumental in the birthing of the Juliana Wakefield. Aloft
there was John Hambley, Tom Mattos was ship's carpenter/resitff!nt pirate, and Caleb Morfit gave not only through
his brute strength but also in his fatherly disposition. J.
Morgan Hills ran the galley, Anna Finley suppressed
mutinies, and Chase Kvasnak did pretty well for a stowaway. A finer crew could not be found on any of the
world's ponds.
* Source: University of Massachusett~ at Amherst Safety
and Security Office
Observer: Chase, as a non-resident of the Bard community, you have virtually no responsibility to present any unifying ideas, or even rational thoughts, in this interview.
That being said, what do you have to say about your experience on the Bard[g]e? Please garnish your answer with
plenty of SAT vocabulary and highfalutin banter to prove,
once and for all, that Middlebury College kicks Bard ass.
Chase: An aphorism concerning the Memoirs of the
Juliana Wakefield would seem futile to attempt to explain
the design and material of a vessel whose better half now
decorates your campus lawn, and furthermore futile from a
strictly journalistic perspective with evidence of such a
close proximity that would undoubtedly discredit me.
There was no king nor duke, and especially no
runaway slave or young boy; but rather the crew consisted
of a fearless cadet, a psychologist of strictly local reputation, a large cook, and a foreign Jester. The court, however, was a floated house of similar ill design whose directive
verdict changed often and in the exact m<5ment,but in the
opposite direction of the wind. Captain Kingor, Mabe (pronounced as if it were a region in Utah), Cabelas (a pronunciation only truly achievable by a sort of 1980's vatos according to the captain) and Cheester were a crew of backwards
paddlers.
The admiral was not the typical 'arm-chair general'
(a curse that is too often endured by a crew in such a situation), but instead was a man not only of vision, although
undoubtedly his eyesight was the best on the ship and
leagues better than my own, but of humility. After all he
took his meals with the crew and it was not by compulsion
that we addressed him by his formal maritime title. Yet his
humility was only the substance of his character; it was his
vision that attracted. 'We sail to sail'. At this epexegetical
infinitive he had me. It became the philosophy of our age.
A vision conceived from pure impulse birthed a lawn decoration, which in the spring of its life traveled ten miles up
and down the Hudson with its crew escaping islands of
hideaway hobos.
Observer: Anna, as the only woman on the vessel, I was
wondering if you can give us some "feminine insight' into
what it means to be on a boat with no private space for an
extended period of time? Feel free to start many of your
sentences with conjunctions, plenty of sentence fragments,
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and a few instances of long, pointless parenthetical inside
jokes. (This is the Observer, remember?)

know it's weird that you're being interviewed by yourself,
but see what you can do. Or see what I can do. Fuck it.

Anna: It was a masterpiece. That's all I can say. And

Tom: There is a long tradition in the ship-naming process.

other than that, the only thought that was screaming
through my mind was 'I have my period.' Five boys to
depart on a non-stop, extended, every-minute-together-evenwhen-we-shit voyage, and me. And I had my period. I
looked at the corner where all of my feminine glory and self
respect would be emptied into a bucket, and suddenly the
Dunkin' Donuts I had for breakfast started to dance in a
manner of Saturday Ni_ghtFever (and it didn't look like
Travolta... no... no). I looked at the boat, and pictured the
days to come. Tom shitting off of the back, yelling, shaking
his fist (Tom had been a long advocate of shitting off of the
back of the boat, as he [quite rightly) considered shitting
inside the boat not only dangerous but disgusting and
creepy. 'The entire Hudson is a toilet, why the fuck are we
shitting in a twenty foot enclosed space in which six people
will eat and sleep for four days?'). And then there would be
Caleb's smiling eyes, and me in the dark corner, shuffling
awkwardly, persistently in my pants for hours and hours. I
could see myself emerge days later on shore, with a brave
and stern expression. In my face maybe I would be able to
see a look of honor, maybe I can see a look of sadness.
But, I now see that I am alone. A boatful of boys shaking
their heads as they float away into the sun.

Observer: Jesse, for the love of God, give it to us straight.

Apparently you are supposed to name your first boat after
your wife and your second boat after your mistress. We
only had two marrie.c:j__men
on the boat, and probably about
a dozen mistresses between us, so you can see that it was
incredibly hard to choose a name. As the only single man
on the crew I was flipping aimlessly through the Sports
Illustrated Swimsuit Edition when we happened on a lovely
picture of a woman named Juliana. We dec1oed she needed a last name. Someone shouted 'Wakefield!' No one
knows who said it, but from then on the big red piece of
fiberglass was then called the 'Juliana Wakefield.'
This name excited me especially, because as a literature major I could now explain the project to my professors in the light of American romantic writer Nathaniel
Hawthorne. "Wakefield' is a short story about a man who
· one day ditches his wife, moves down the street, and does-n't come home for about twenty years. If you hear me relating these two stories, know that I am incredibly full of shit.
If you hear me relating these two subjects in front of my
adviser Elizabeth Frank, please nod your head and mumble
'interesting ... interesting ... provocative ... profound. Well
done.'

Observer: Caleb: Many people perceive you as 'the father
figure' on Bard campus. However, the Observer heard that
you pulled some amateur shit out there. What happened?

Jesse Morgan Hills: Sure thing. Poised at my oar station
we began our voyage into the unknown of the Hudson River.
My eyes examined all that was around me as we swiftly
sailed away from the shore. Though the river had been navigated for centuries before the maiden voyage of the
Juliana Wakefield, this was a momentous occasion in the
name of Bard. In the same way that Lewis and Clark (and
that Indian woman) explored the west of North America in
the name of the U.S. of A., the humble crew of the Juliana

Caleb: Many people have asked why we built the boat,
and I have given a wide variety of answers. In truth, my
instinct to help build the boat is the same instinct that
brought so many of us out on the field behind Robbins to
watch a car covered with bathroom tiles launch into space.
No one expected that it would do what it was supposed to,
but everyone wanted to see just what the hell it would do.
Since my interest in chaos was what got me on
the boat in the first place, many of you can imagine the joy
that I experienced when within 20 minutes of departure the
crew was forced into an involuntary man overboard drill.
The drill was initiated when my inability to tie any
sort of knot caused me to lose my oar overboard. Climbing

Wakefield sailed into the world of the Hudson River for the
first time, representing Bard College.
The Hudson River is an exotic land of its own.
She has a history as deep as her current, which despite her
narrow appearances, flows as much as ninety feet deep.
Being explorers of this river, I paid careful attention to the
details of the trip. Everything was different on the water
compared to how she appeared from Blithewood or the
shores of Tivoli Bays. The huge barges that transported
cargo up and down the Hudson made the river-feel as small
as a bathtub. My mothers bathtub, that is, which is
WORLDSbigger than yours is! Yet she was mighty (the
Hudson, not my mother) as the current and the wind
pushed us where it pleased and suddenly the force of the
Hudson had overpowered our oars. As explorers, the boisterousness of her days and the calmness of her nights
delighted us. Future travelers will find that
the night offers optimal travel conditions
when the wind and tides have become too
unmanageable. I was most impressed by
how tranquil the river be.came at night,
though an explorer must stay vigilant to
avoid any oncoming barges that make their
way on the river late at night. Also, the
rumbling of a passing train may take a
snoozing mariner by surprise. .
After four adventurous days on
the water, we made our way back to port.
Our exploration had been completed,
including a conquest of a small primitively
inhabited island. Sadly, only the bow of our
fine vessel remains, which we have ceremoniously placed at the center of the campu~ to be viewed by
all. Our sea days are done for now, but we carry and intimate knowledge of Bard's neighbor, the Hudson River.

Observer: Torn, as ~!"leship's resident literature major, can
you please explain the naming process of the ship? Who is
Juliana Wakefield, and how did you choose that name? I

onto the front of the boat I reflected on the fact that we had
gone less than I mile and we already had lost a part of the
ship.
I dove into the disgusting and surprisingly warm
Hudson River and upon recovering the oar I turned, expecting to hear cheering and congratulations from the deck. I
quickly realized that congratulations would have to wait.
What I saw was not the waving arms of joy, but the waving
arms of panic as my companions cruised on into the distance with no way to stop the boat. Thankfully someone on
deck was smarter than I was and threw.out the flotation
device that undoubtedly saved my life. Once my safety was
re-established there was nothing left for me to do but swim
lamely after the boat and hope that the Hudson was leech
free.
We had though that when we put the boat in the
water she would draw close to three feet. In reality she
drew three inches, which effectively converted ol!r boat
from a low riding barge, into a huge wooden sail. From my
position in the middle of the Hudson it looked as though
the boat I was supposed to be on was now travelling away
at warp speed. Thankfully the boat had no steering mechanism and I knew that it would eventually stop when it
beached itself on shore.
By the time the boys had dropped our cinder
block anchor into the mud and gotten me back on board,
the boat had become hopelessly tangled in the reeds, and
spent the next
rn;:;ll;'!f!;j:;':':i:;'J'~",~•~"t'
hours doing our
if
to keep our one
gondola from
itself in the

.<tthe

time I

herwise smooth
urney. But now I
alize that the event
was the start of the
journey that I had
been wanting since
we began construction. Besides, the boat didn't start taking on water until
day two and the food was good, so overall I count the trip
as a success.
Note: John Hambley was
not available for comment. He is
currently wining and dining an Indian Princess in the Plaza
Hotel.
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Brenden Beck
Brenden Beck is a
man of ideals. A
man to be reckoned with. A man ·
who sleeps with
the Kline menu
over his bed at
night. 'I want to
know what I'm
eating that day.
Like today, I knew
my day was going
to be a little bit
better because
we were having
milkshakes.'
Yet Beck
is not a man of
simple tastes by
any means. Beck
is from Denver,
Colorado, where he was raised in a supportive, stable, suburban environment. 'I've had a struggle with my upper-class
white identity,' Beck related, "It's been hard for me to come
to terms with the fact that I'm rich, I'm white, but I still don't
want that to be who I am.'
Then who is Brenden Beck? When consulted, people used adjectives like: energetic, funny, smart, and obaBrenden. Yet, in answering this question from a quantitative
perspective, the activity in which Beck has invested the
most time is speech and debate. When calculated, the time
in which he has been in actual debate adds up to more than
16 days. He made it to Nationals both his sophomore and
junior year, was third in state his senior year, broke at the
Harvard Tournament, earning 16th place out of 160, and
much more.
Beck explained. "Debate defined my high school
experience.' But does it define Beck?
While at Bard, he intends to involve himself in bott}
political activism anp work in social justice. The issues of
concern range from America's foreign policy and involvement in Colombia to making sure the workers at Bard are
signed onto a decent contract through B&G and Service
Master. By joining SAC and taking classes of a political
nature he hopes to make these intentions realized. Who is
Brenden Beck? An eloquent politician and dialectic critic?
Heartfelt sympathizer and spokesman for the less opportune?
Good friend (and sometimes distant acquaintance,
depending on the circumstances and who is present) Jay
Glazer describes Beck as pretentious.
"Jay describes me as pretentious. Am I not, Jay?" - Beck
'I think at moments you ride a high horse.' - Glazer
'At least I'm not a Puma model.' - Beck

"YesI am, I get paid a dollar a second.' - Glazer
Often the subject of description is portrayed most
accurately by establishing what it is not as opposed to what
it is. Who is Brenden Beck? He is not a Puma model.

JessicaHerzfeld
Awaking to a ruckus in the dorm hallway one particular L&T
evening, Jessica Herzfeld opened her door to find that her
ears had nol deceived her. There was indeed a band of
shirtless, chanting, banjo-playing 'hippies• parading past as
a rock-rolling com- .•.
petition, having
-·
commenced only
moments prior,
took place in the
corridor.
"It was
the epitome of
Bard.' Herzfeld
relates, "It was
the most random
thing to wake up
to and I was like,
'Oh, I'm at Bard.
This is how they
party here."
For
Herzfeld the transition from high
school in

Cleveland, Ohio is a fairly smooth one. Le~ving a school
where ripped jeans were a statement, she welcomes an
environment in which she is able to openly express herself
and freely expand her interests.
Musical theater, studio arts, and poetry are all
areas in which her talents lie. Herzfeld has received National
Scholastic Arts Awards for her paintings, two of which were
featured at the Quartcheck Gallery in Washington DC. She
has won a National Poetry Contest and been the featured
reader at poetry gatherings from her hometown. She performed in a movement theater group called Ensemble as
well as at the Fringe Festival in NY for an original play entitled Angst '84.
Singing, acting, and painting have been a part of
Herzfeld's life for as long as she can remember. Her father
was trained as an actor, her mother majored in creative writing, and her grandmother is skilled in painting. Being
exposed to the arts from an early age has enabled Herzfeld
to gain experience in each field.
"I think because I do creative things in so many different areas it may possibly a.dd up to a career I can live off
of.' While at Bard, Herzfeld intends to continue these interests, double majoring in acting and studio arts.

Zack Dunham
'The kid with the
big red Afro' read
the fliers for a
recent Bard concert featuring
descriptions of
each performer.
Amidst the others ,
suc.h as: "Vinnie
Taubner: PCfrom
Tewksbury', Zack
Dunham's was
coupled with a
stick figure to
illustrate visually,
what otherwise
may have been a
linguistically misleading description.
"Okay,' said
.
Zack Dunham, "I guess that's how I'm going to be labeled. I
guess I'm defined by my hair this year." However, unlike
most evolving musicians there is more to Dunham than
"cool' hair.
Zack Dunham was raised in Southampton, New
York, a town of 30,000. Yet, every summer over the span of
a mere two day period its size is more than doubled to
120,000. With a high school population of 500 Dunham
took full advantage of this influx of new people, the diversity's influence manifesting itself primarily in a musical form.
Dunham, having played drums for 10 years, has been in a
Reggae band for a near 4 years entitled Circle of Sound.
They played at a venue called The Steven Talk House, which
featured famous artists such as Toots and The Maytals,
Jimmy Cliff, and Bob Dylan.
_
Dunham's drive to formally cultivate his talents
througtreducation arose during a 10 month foreign
exchange in Tepica, Mexico. During this time he became
almost fluent in Spanish, but was not enrolled in any courses at the local school. He believes to have greatly benefited
from the experience as the hiatus resulted in a now Independent motivation to develop himself academically. Yet,
this motivation is extended in his personal interests as well.
With the work of eleven other musicians, Dunham plans to
form a Roots Reggae band at Bard currently consisting of
horns, two singers, drums, the bass, two guitars, keys, and
the trumpet.
While attending Bard Dunham will continue
expanding in these talents as well as seek help in overcoming his paralyzing fear of spiders.

High School
Chamber Singers.
Two hours, two
days a week, overk'
the course of
three years, Cook :,
rehearsed outside of school
with her group.
The culmination
of her efforts was@
reached when,
,,,.

f

after an audition, it}
the singers won
the opportunity
to perform
"Messiah' at
Carnegie Hall.
While
her abilities and ·
personality evolved within this atmosphere, the most influential period in her life occurred in Italy. She attended The
Renaissance School where the population consisted of "military brats and rich Canadians'. For the first time Cook
encountered nationalism that cultivated an anti-American
sentiment. After a saga of introspective analysis she gained
new insight into, not only the American identity, but that of
her own as well. 'It made me realize that I had to make decisions for myself based upon things that I need rather than
based upon my friends or other people in my life,' Cook
relayed.
It was there that Cook learned to be resourceful, to
look outside her immediate surroundings to reach her goals,
and 'to make great spaghetti sauce'. Applying these lessons
in reality, Cook exploited the artistic resources available to
her, but often found them limited or too specialized. In coming to Bard it was her hoi,ti to find a broader base for selection.
Overall it is Cook's goal to leave Bard with a developed creativity and the skills with which to produce her
ideas.

s

Jay Glazer
Jay Glazer is 6
foot and was born .,
in New York City
(NY). He has
many extremely
flattering qualities, namely his
'happy-go-lucky'
attitude and
•extremely goodlookingness' (not
to mention his
height). His
friends cite his
very strong sense
of self as one of
his attributes,
and admire his
aqility to never act
falsely and stay true to his own ideals.
Prior to attending Bard, Glazer was a student at
the Manhattan School of Music where he developed his
skills in singing, acting, and dancing. Talented in all three,·
he performed in plays such as "Death in The Family',
'Oliver', 'The Music Man', "Midsummer Night's Dream',
'Comedy of Errors', and more. He received the Shakespeare
Award and later the Public Poetry Contest award for his performances and reading. It was greed that to truly capture
the essence that is Jay Glazer, a photographic sketch would
be produced. The following are
the results of such a sketch:

.::

Jenny Cook
Miss Jenny Cook was raised in York, Maine. 'My hometown
consisted of a beach town mentality, a boardwalk, lots of
surfers, lots of fishermen and lobster men, and hoaky summer people from Massachusetts,' Cook explained. It was
within this environment that Cook developed her interests
and skills; swim team for six years, cheerleading for two
weeks, work at a summer camp for three years, national
honors society for two years, and class president for three
years. Cook was also one of the alto members of The York
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Access Denied!!!
Writing workshops deny incoming freshmen ability to express.
by Ethan Porter
Bard College's meteoric rise from the oft-neglected and maligned 'Little Red
Whorehouse on the Hudson' to a school of world renown and respect has been partially
predicated on the strength of its writing program. The
rhetoric and promotion employed by the college intended
to lure prospective students focuses on the rich history of
writing at the college (e.g., the stays of Ralph Ellison and
Saul Bellow), and many applicants with aspirations to
write are left convinced that Bard is far more conducive to
writing than other similar schools.
Yet the admissions process for the introductory creative writing courses has appeared needlessly difficult, if
not altogether unfair, to some members of the Bard community. The reputation for strong writing which the school
so obviously prides itself on has been called into doubt.
'You get here, there are seven introductory courses to
dance, only two introductory creative writing courses,' said
Scott Siegel, a freshman who applied and was subsequently not admitted into the fiction course. 'In the freshman year, more than any year of college, you need to keep
spots open.'
According to Professor Mary Caponegro, who teaches
the "First Fiction Workshop,' as the introductory fiction
class is officially known, three times more applicants than
she could accept applied this year. The number of applicants this year exceeded that of any
previous year. This forced Caponegro to expand class size by a minimal amount, although
certainly not enough to satisfy her own desire to 'accommodate everyone,' nor all the writers who were rejected.
Of course, some of the students who were rejected may have applied on a mere
compulsive whim. However, many of those who were rejected have, in all likelihood, devoted
a sizable portion of their lives thus far to the pursuit of creative writing.
'There are hidden benefits to being rejected,' said Caponegro, a theory which her
own story attests to. A Bard graduate herself, she was not accepted by the seemingly
immortal Robert Kelly into his poetry class the first time she applied. Down but not out, she
polished her work on her own time, eventually coming to realize that her talent for poetry
was far eclipsed by her love and knack for creative prosaic writing. Judging by her level of
success, things worked out more than well in the end.
'I've worked at a number of institutions and not one of them have ever had what
students consider 'enough' in creative writing," Caponegro said, perhaps rationalizing the
difficulty of getting accepted into creative writing at Bard. Bard's dilemma is in no way
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You may not have hea rd of Louis Logic,(a
1Philadelphia based MC), but th at's because you were liStenling to Beyonce and Jay-Zall summer long. Well shit is
I major and you have no idea. The third release is preceded
11by
two successful do-it-yourself recordings: Music To Drink
1BY,Debacle In A Bottle, a nd a critically acclaimed group
lendeavor with The Demigodz entitled The Godz Must Be
le
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at e release of his proper st udio debut, Sin-A-Matic, which

unique. Like other fields of study, she says that there are no truly accurate ways to forecast
tremendous spikes in popularity like the creative writing program experienced this year.
Noah Weston, a freshman, was accepted into the fiction program but still maintains his
doubts about the integrity of the process and the school's commitment to creative writing.
He even admits feeling slight tremors of guilt over being accepted.
'For all I know ...the best writer was not accepted,' he said. For there is no way to
gauge the potential of a student, and as Professor Caponegro concedes, the process is inexorably arbitrary. The talent of a student writer cannot be quantified, as, say, the talent of a
student mathematician can be. There will probably be rejected students like her, who
improve immeasurably, to the point where they surpass those who were accepted. Some of
those accepted may eventually lose interest in the craft.
But must a solution to the problem rely on such.hypothetical predictions, in which
'everything evens out in the end?' Students and professors are searching for more concrete
ways to improve the situation. Weston wonders why the school simply does not hire another
writing teacher. He understands that Bard sets the bar very high for teachers- yet he
believes that the school must 'surmount this difficulty.'
'This is something that is so wildly popular, the school should adjust apply,"
advised Weston.
Siegel agreed with this proposition, even growing mildly animated when discussing
the necessity of having more teachers to meet the need. 'I don't understand why there
couldn't be another writing teacher. It just seems too tight for a freshman course."
Siegel believes that instead of closing out creative writing to students as soon as
they come to Bard, the college should instead attempt to "weed ou~• the less talented writers as the years go by. This way, everyone will be given a chance to develop, and not just
those who might have had access to high-quality writing programs while still in high school.
Professor Caponegro believes that the poor state of the economy has had an adverse affect
on Bard (as with all institutions nationwide), perhaps hindering the school's financial ability
to hire another instructor. She told this newspaper that the appropriate administrative powers are currently trying to rectify the problem. Other faculty members who usually teach literature courses may teach creative writing courses in the future.
She also emphasized that more introductory classes are planned for the spring
semester. She urged those who were rejected to 'remain confident and committed. Don't
despair; don't feel inferior.'
Such words may provide little consolation for those students who came to Bard
believing that they would have the o·pportunity to write creatively for credit, and have found
themselves shut out of courses the very first semester.
'It bothers me that at my freshman year at Bard, which I came to because of the
writing, I won't be able to write creatively [in an academic environment]." said Siegel incredulously.
Despite his disappointment, Siegel has maintained a relatively upbeat outlook. 'I still feel,
regardless of this little setback, that Bard is the right school for me,' he concluded.
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was released over the summer. The
C:::====~album
is complete, In the sound lab
Louis put down tracks that seem to be inspired by Colt 45
binges and the visions of Patrick Bateman. Louis has skill

the song to an unexpected but justified
conclusion (equivalent
to what would happen

reminiscent of Eminem's early days, with raps beaming
with promise. The usual songs about drugs and girls are
woven together with socially conscious narratives. Young
Logic is a recent graduate of Penn State and has a little
knowledge to drop, however his complexly eloquent rhyme

if Bush rapped). Sin-AMatic also includes
new collaborations
with Logic's Demigodz Family, as he goes back and forth
with Apathy on the song "Best Friends" which describes a

style seems to work better with traditional MC lines.
Though known for his raucous, alcohol-induced party raps,
Logic calms down and spits game to the ladies in the lighthearted "Coochie," which includes an intro by Red Fox.
Logic reaches out, expanding his subject matter with political commentary. On the track "The Ugly Truth"; which will
offend everyone at Bard until the surprise ending, bringing

scenario similar to how I lost my girl to another dude. BooHool Whatever she was a stripper I should have seen it
coming. No love lost, keep dancing Stacy, Celph-Tilted is
also featured on the Tex-Mexflavored 'Diablos· displaying
the same energy that made the Demigodz underground
favorites. Sin-A-Matic is entertaining and is guaranteed to
offend all of you on some level or another. Pick-it-up.
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Recently, random individuals with too much time on their hands and not enough
meaning in their lives have come together in front of stores, churches and on street corners
in NYC(and elsewhere) to stage insignificant gatherings termed 'flash mobs' by writers with
similarly vacant lives. These events are announced via chain email or text message (on cell
phones) with most participants being total strangers to one another. Although the mobs
themselves are harmless, they seem to suggest the acceptance of mob mentality in our culture while simultaneously expressing a universal ambivalence perhaps created by the same
technology which they employ.
'Everyone loves a mindless mob!' said Merilyn Synder. 'I was so stoked when I got
my invitation - no action, no protest, no needing to review my political stance on a particular
issue. Just be there or be square.•
I lifted the above quote off a website that attempts to explain the flash mob phenomenon to the 'lay man.' It may be a false quote, it may be true, but in the spirit of flash
mobs, does it really matter? It was there. When I first read about the flash mob phenomenon, I was laying in my bed in NYC. It was the first week of school and I was covered from
head to toe with hives. At first I was upset that I wasn't at Bard. Then I realized life was
going on fine without me so I stopped caring. Hopped up on steroids and sedated by anti. histamines, I perused the New York Times Magazine and read article upon article. They did
not speak to me. I was not going to buy a custom made bra. I was not going to wed any
member of a royal family and I wasn't rich, old, anorexic or interested in the cancer ball that
dame whatever attended. Then I spotted the flash mob article. A bunch of people get
together, stare at the Toys R Us window in Times Square and then fall down for no reason
and scatter. This makes the nightly news. Flash mobs were the rage against the nothing I
had been feeling. They were a nothing in conjunction with the nothing I was feeling. I
agreed with the Flash Mob sentiment, perhaps that is why I was so horrified.
Initially, the mobs seemed similar to the Minnesota March my friends and I staged
in high school. There was nothing to do and it was four am so we started running outside a
falafel hut on 8th St. We ran to Washington square park chanting: 'Minnesota! Minnesota!"
{a place with which we had absolutely no connection.) As we ran crowds gathered behind
us. There was an alcoholic with a hole in his neck, some twenty somethings, some skate
boarders and others. We numbered about twenty in all. They ran behind us chanting with
us until we reached the park. 'Now what?' they asked us. We were tired, we had to go
home. The game was over. I don't know why it happened but perhaps we just needed to
.; feel alive for a little while. Our mob did not understand. They continued to follow us as if
1:7"we knew something they wanted to know that would somehow improve their lives if 0!11Y
tt temporarily. When I was sixteen I did know more.
t::1:1
When the Minnesota March disbanded it became a memory, it didn't leave a trace
~ on the internet or otherwise. It was not premeditated and was not written in to the monotoi:l- nous schedule of our lives on our palm pilots. Flash mobs scare me like I scare myself. I
0 understand them and I hate them because they are me. These days I plan to be spontag' neous and am left disenchanted. Everyday I point and click in an endlessly vast space
~ where the answers are certainly stored. It is as if the mobs show that we have separated
~ our selves so much from our fellow man that we can no longer relate save under the guise
,.. of technology. All we are as individuals is one person in the mob. Collective action is as
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futile as mobbing. All we can
agree on is the absence of a
point. Flash mobsters are
afraid that corporations will
co-opt flash mobs and use them to advertise, however isn't the culture of advertising
responsible for flash mobs to begin with?
It has been easier for me to organize my life these days. I read, I write, I email and
when I want to see my friends, their friends or pedestrians whom I have permission to bump
into on the limitless virtual street, I go to
frfendster;
com.My friends write me clever
testimonials, I write them more clever ones. However, when we meet in person our conversations are often spent on line. I am heart broken but it is just a vacancy. I am in love with
love but not in love- an analogy that seems fit for the modern society in which we live.
Everything that happens has happened before on TV so I am filled with vicarious knowledge.
In Ithaca, N.Y. a new carbonated, milk-based beverage has been developed to give
children a healthy alternative to soda and create a new market for struggling dairy farmers.
The drink is called e--Moo. Why is this beverage named after e-mail? Because e--Moois,
according to its developers, 'a drink for children of an Internet age.' It is unclear to me
whether the creators of e--moointend the drink to be for kids who are old enough to use the
internet, or if they are trying to make some statement about today's youth. Either way, the
name makes little more sense than the product.
Initially, e--moowill be sold in three flavors: Orange Creamsicle, Bubble Gum and
Chocolate Raspberry, which will be marketed as an alternative for adults. In waiting, are
Cookies and Cream and Fudge Brownie if e--Moois successful. 'With refrigeration, we
believe that e:Moo can last six weeks." said creators. The longevity of this drink is significantly longer than that of milk. E-moo, like e-mail, will not decay. Letter writing has become
a thing of the past but letters make happy while e--moo'provides a carbonated sensation. It
extends the shelf life of what you would expect from milk." but is that what we really want?
E-moo? So I won't ever have to get off the internet to buy milk! Sadly, I could buy milk
if I really wanted to. E-Moo starts with pasteurized milk then
online lwww.freshdlrect,com)
uses about one-third to one-fifth less carbon dioxide than soda, depending on the flavor...We
still wanted that burst of taste that comes with the bubbles; said its creators.
This beverage is co-opting milk in the same way the internet has co-opted culture.
But perhaps all we have ever wanted is that burst of taste that comes with bubbles.
Sensation and thoughtless gratification, a good time had by all. We are the masses and we
want more than this but we dig ourselves deeper into our own isolation collectively. To be
human is to want. When we want (lack) nothing we want to want which embodies the
nature of nothing. JC says it best on the
cheesebiklnf.com
message boards where he
states:
"I (and I hope others) secretly plan to carry on the full originary artistic purity of the
Mob Project by evoking yet another brilliant expression of meaninglessness, pointlessness,
and enthusiastic joint endeavor soon. After all, when all is said and done, despite and in
conjunction with self-satisfying narrative and accommodation of practicalities, little else
remains.
WWJD? -JC"
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On his new album "The Wolf", W. K. shows that the simple act of
howling as loud as you can works wonders for those in need of a break from
complication. The piano provides great support to the guitars, making a
slight beat for Andrew to work with. If I'm not wrong "Tear It Up" is probably
going to be the first single off this album. The lyrics are the best- recounting W.K.'s days running around school, looking like an idiot, playing terrible
songs and having the best time in the world. The best thing W. K. does is
take something cliched and run with it until you can't help but smile along
with his own ear-to-ear grin.
Take for example the lyrics: "I
never cared much about rules/
And I did what I wanted in
school!" So ludicrously trite that
you wonder why you're shouting
with him. However on the track
"Free Jumps" I got confused
(something that really shouldn't
happen on so simple an album).
The song had me consulting the
libretto, and for about five minutes I felt like an idiot. Then I
looked at the actual lyrics and
realized that the song had no
blatant point to it. I realized
that this was an attempt to
make something that everyone
interprets differently.
One of the moments
of the album that really stands
out as something unique to AW.K.is the 44-second song entitled "Make
Sex." The lyrics are as follows: "I don't want to make life I don't want to
make death I don't want to make love" (this is repeated a few times followed, A.W.K. chants of "Want to make sex - oh oh!" executed over and over
again like a grammatically challenged college student. But don't think
Andrew's strayed completely from the love communicated in "She is
Beautiful," (the best song from "I Get Wet".) The song "Really in Love" is an
ode to someone Andrew wants with all of his heart. He knows they are
alike and that they get each other, and that's all the proof he needs. W.K.
needs his beloved and even if he doesn't get her he doesn't care. It's sort
of like the end of Adaptation, where fictional screenwriter Donald Kaufman
states "I loved her, and even if she didn't love me, it didn't matter, this was
my business not hers." The pride A.W.K. has in his love, (even if it fails) is
similar to his own musical career. Even if the whole world isn't singing "Tear
it up" on their way to work, it doesn't matter. He's played songs before that
not everyone liked, and will continue to do so. The music is for him.
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From singing to sci-fi, hip-hop, for
better or worse, has gone in a lot of directions in the past few years. With changes
come doubters who claim that nobody keeps it real, that everybody is
·ust faking the funk and trying to get rich off shit they bit. But then
somebody like DJ JS-1 comes along and everybody remembers what
it's all about. To quote the liner notes: "Warning! this album does not
contain dance tracks, R&B songs, rock/rap, neo-soul, eclectic crap,
catchy jingles, wanna-be turntablist tracks, singing thugs, or whack
Emcees... This album was created to give you a good mix of lyrics,
beats, and scratches ... Nothing else."
DJ JS-1, a Queens DJ, and holder of the title "World's Most
Cynical Turntablist" (not quite sure why, but it's on his website) has
been around for more than a little while. Mixing it up since '89 he has
most recently gained fame from tours with Rahzel, a series of Rap City
commercials, and appearances on MTV's Hip Hop week alongside
Skribble and Slynke. However, just because he showed up on MTV
does not mean that he bought into commercial tracks. "Ground
Original" is everything you love about good old hip-hop. Nice beats
(some of which are so classic you feel like you've heard them before),
and solid rhymes from a laundry list of the underground's finest
Emcees (including old school favorites KRS-ONE,Big Daddy Kane, and
Kool G Rap, as well the new school styles of C Rayz Walz, Royce 5'9"
Words, and Breez Evahflowin) enhance the album.
The back cover proudly proclaims "This is not a mix-tape. This
is an album with all original songs." Yet that doesn't stop the mix-tape
sensibility from sneaking on to the album, with an intro and mellow
opener "Nowadayz" featuring Evidence from Dilated Peoples, C-Rayz
Walz, Pep Luv, and React. The album then settles into a nice head
nod tempo with "Ak Like you Want It" featuring Akrobatic, and the
Mobb Deep-esque track "Lights Out," featuring Royce 5'9". The middle
of the album gets deep with nice tracks from Percee-P,Planet Asia,
and Tragedy Khadafi, then rocks you to the finish. The highlights
though have got to be "Puttin' in Work" a Big Daddy Kane rocker with
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some funky rhythm, "Drugs In My Vein," featuring C Rayz Waltz and
Breez Evahflowin over some laid-back hip hop Mariachi guitar samples,
and "Beyond" featuring OC with a piano hook so catchy I find myself
whistling it out loud at inappropriate times.
If you've been fiending for a nice afternoon album that you
don't have to worry about skipping tracks on, than go pick this one up.
If I had a rating system this would get all of whatever it was.

By Lacy Post
In case everyone has forgotten or just isn't in the know, the local CVS
Pharmacy in Red Hook is simply the place to be. Not only does this happening
hangout have the necessary hygienic supplies like toothpaste and deodorant, it
also has the typical Bard student's dietary needs such as Cheez-its Skittles and,
of course, Ramen noodles. However, even if you've been to CVS 23939060
times in the past week, did you happen to notice:
1)Firminol-10, the "Fanny Firming Formula" that happens to be "Dermatologist
approved for a firmer, smoother, and more contoured looking fanny." Only $5.50
(God what a steal!!!) (The above quote is directly from the box, no joke.)
2)0ut-of-this-world movies, both VHS and DVD, like Coo/ Runnings, G.I. Jane, and
Meatballs!!! From $13-16.99, who knew this place was such a treasure chest of
classics? And, for those of us who like to keep up-to-date CVS even has currentday Blockbusters like The Lizzie McGuire Movie and Daredevil. But better hurry if
you want a piece of those last two, there were. like, three left.

5)1saved the best for last, of course. The best buy at CVS for the month of
September '03 is everyone's favorite country music sensation LeAnn Rime's
Early Years. If you don't like country now, buy it and you will, or buy the next best
thing: Air Supply's hit album Sweet Dreams. Everyone can find something enjoyable about Air Supply.
Now, I'll admit there were a few things that didn't quite make the top 5, but
still hold a special place in CVS's heal't and mine. The LTD's Callus Shaver
and Rasp, yours for only $8.29. This contraption (which I found absolutely
horrifying), looks like a razor straight out of the 1940's. However, for those
with callous troubles, it looks like it'd have no problem doing the job remov·
·
ing them.
On your way out, don't forget to just stop by the "As Seen-On TV" shelf
across from the register to browse the plethora of hair removal systems and
dent-fixers. And while you're waiting in that long check-out queue, pick up a
handy pocket-sized Complete Gulde to Yu-{ii-Oh! (I warn you though, some of
us here are too cool for Anime.)
*CVS stands for Consumer Value Stores

3)Uhh did you know that Pepsi ripped off Coca-Cola and went and
developed a vanilla cola? Maybe you did, apparently the ads have
been saturating the commercial breaks during prime time. But like
most of the Bard population, I haven't seen much television since I
stepped foot on this campus. At any rate, the chance to see whether
or not Pepsi can hold a candle to the ecstasy that is Vanilla Coke can
be yours for only $1.29.
4)This is another "did you know" and it, again, refers to beverages.
But this one is better than the last because did you know that
Reebok, (like the shoe), markets its very own drink now? Imagine
wearing your favorite pair of 80's Reebok pumps, sporting your comfy
Reebok jogging-suit (with the matching sweat-bar.ids ever-so-carefully
placed above your elbows so as to advertise your bulging biceps)
while looking fly, holding not only your rockin' Reebok gym bag, but
your very own bottle of either Berry or Natural Reebok Fitness Water
Beverage...H-0-T-Thot.
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Once Upon R Time In MeHico ...
Once Upon a time in America there was a sequel
named Desperado. It starred a dubious hero with a talent
for murder, and a feisty heroine who stole his heart.
Together they fought a general of considerable power,
shedding cartons of blood in the process. "Once Upon A
Time in Mexico," the long anticipated sequel to the
Mexican cowboy movie, starts several years later with a
load of added characters, plot lines that predictably come
together, and questionable value. I will admit, the giggling teenager in me turned to goo when I saw a delicious, bad ass Johnny Depp acting in yet another bizarre
role that he used to steal the show in yet another movie.
"Antonio Banderas who?" is not the desired reaction to a
movie that supposedly stars said actor.
Teasing Banderas aside, he does a fairly interesting job as El Marichi, the ill-fated gunman from the
previous films who lost everything he held dear. But
somehow, years later, he proves to himself (and the audience) that he never lost his ability to shoot the hell out of
the bad dudes (despite vicious gun wounds and spirit
crushing loss.) In fact, it seems El Marichi has gotten
even better with a little bit of cliche-heavy vengeance_on
his side. Salma Hayek re-lives her role as Banderas' lovely
counterpart, but even though her name is second in the
credits, she unfortunately only shows up in about four
scenes. Couple that her four lines, and you can obviously

see her questionable importance to the film. Although , ,
she is able to hold a revolver, look hot, and fade into the
background gracefully, which must take at least a little
skill. The average viewer searching for anything other than
a classic 'I'm-gonna-get-you-bastard movie filled with
blood, bullets, and effect-happy explosions' may be disappointed.
Here's the story: there is a war going on
between the government and the mob. The President is a
naive idealist who believes in eliminating corruption within
his system. He wants to take the horrible mob bosses
down so they stop taking advantage of the innocent, raping people, selling drugs, and other bad guy stuff. This is
when Willem Dafoe enters as the eeeeevil Mr. Barillo, the
mob boss, (almost Godfather-ish), he has hired El
Marichi's mortal enemy, General Marquez, to murder the
President for him. "Yay" says Banderas, "I can kill the man
who destroyed my beloved, oh and, um, other people.
Forget my oath never to kill again, that was way too boring, now I can pick up my guitar again and play
Duckhunt with his henchmen." If you have a passion for action films, I expect you to practically have--•t(
an orgasm during the movie. The exihilaration of
the fights is only surpassed by the image of
Banderas picking up the legendary guitar case
(laced with guns) and strumming it all sexy like.

Lake Placid 46'er India Pate Ale

B

The Lake Placid Brewing Company is a young brewing company opening its brew
pub back in _1996. Even though they are a young brewing company, based 50 miles north
of Lake Placid, they have a strong following. It is now possible to find their beer all over
New York and the northern East Coast. The 46'er IPA is named for those who climbed all
4_6_AdirondackMo~ntain peaks. Most 46'er beers are named after local events or legends
g1yingthe _beera nice quaint feel._ As an IPA the 46'er was a little disappointing. The "first
thing I noticed was the lack of a bitter scent from the beer, caused either by a fack of sufficient hops or a lack of aroma hops used in the brewing. It did have the slightly dark flavor
of a decent amount of darker malts, characteristic of an IPA but it was lacking in some categories. The distinctive flavor of an IPA comes from the amounts of hops used in the brewing process, usually quite a bit. It did have a hopish flavor to it but lacked the biting crispness usually expected from an IPA. The hop flavor more resembled a hopish pale ale. The
beer is a good beer, don't get me wrong, just not an exemplary IPA. The hops and malt hit
the tongue at the same time, allowing tne flavorful complexity to be truly appreciated. The
flavoring hops used in the brew are the Fuggles hops, renowned for their rich flavor and
quite standard in IPAs. It would have been nice to have crisper biting hops, hops used to
flavor the beginning of a sip, such as Crystal hops. The aftertaste is a mellowing of the two
initial flavors lingering with the sweetness and bitterness of a well hopped beer. As a final
jlfdgment, the 46'er fPA is a quality beer, just not a quality IPA. For those to whom a true
IPA 1soverwhelming, they might want to stick to this 'version' of the IPA. It gets a 4/5.
Saranac Hefewelsen

By Chelsea Doyle

could be considered foreplay for the dear ladies in the
audience who see the movie merely as eye candy.
Speaking of eye candy, let me gush about
Johnny Depp. Depp plays Mr. Sands, a corrupt and quirky
CIA agent and the driving force behind the entire movie.
He finds El Marichi, points him in the direction of his own
enemy, and organizes all th~ more minor threats like a
dangerous version of Chess. In fact, Depp's character is
so much more interesting than than the others that once
he leaves the screen, all you want is for him to return.
Who but Depp could pull off a character that is eerily dangerous and hysterically neurotic at the same time?' He literally steals the show and people are starting to expect
that from the talented Mr. Depp. He made an otherwise B
movie edge up to a B+.
Fans of the El Marichi trilogy will enjoy this movie
if they watch it for its' entertainment value, not for intellectual perspective. Simply put, "Once Upon a Time in
Mexico" is a whole lot of fun to watch, just not so fun to
think about.

pack and
most of
those beers get put into limited
release. I believe that Saranac is
.done brewing this beer but that does·
n't mean you can't find it, there is still
plenty to be had. Open a bottle and pour it
into a glass,yes into a glass please; it is an
unfiltered beer. I guess that should be one thing
that Hefeweisen drinker can be happy aboutSaranac didn't have that gall to filter their Hefeweisen.
After pouring it into the glass, look at it. It appears to be
a Hefeweisen, light in color and slightly cloudy. The head
is also nice and thick but, for some reason, disappears
rather quickly. Now prepare to take a sip and smell the beer.
The first thing that hits your nose is that banana aroma that
Hefeweisens nave. They don't use banana in the brewing but still
there is that odd scent. It's ,·ust that in Saranac the aroma is over
powering. The beer is slight y over malted, giving it a slightly darker flavor
than one would expect. The beer is refreshing, hurrah! But at the same
time, it's not quite right. Most of the foreign oeers that Saranac tries to imitate taste the same way, which I guess you could call Americanized. The beer
still has that slight lemony flavor which unfortunately is almost covered up completely by the banana flavor. All the banana flavor in the beer detracts from the overall
taste of the beer but it is still light and refreshing so poor Saranac gets a 3/5.
If there are any questions, suggestions or requests for reviews please e-mail them to

Ah, back to Saranac, the good ol' standby from the 'glorious' city of Utica. People
who have tasted Saranac before might be able to guess the first thing I'll say about the
beer, because it is characteristic of Saranac's gooa brew but not the best example of it.
Opening a bottle of Saranac, the drinker knows what he/she is in for: a decent tasting beer
that wasn't too expensive. The Saranac Hefeweisen was originally released as one of the
Twelve Beers of Christmas. Saranac releases two new beers a year for this mixed twelve

eh544@bard,edu

Remember, a beer a day keeps the doctor still thirsty.

NEUERTOOHOTFOR
By Ba rt Yates
HOTPANTS
If Florida were a handgun, Tallahassee's the trigger. About 20 minutes south of Georgia, and 2 and half
hours east of Mobile; it rests just under the bible belt. With
little factual evidence or real experience on which to base
my expectations, it was just another dot on a map. I'd
never lived so close to the Tropic of Cancer, but
memories of Miami, Disney World and Tampa
kept me marinating on a few different ideas and cliches. However, both Miami and Orlando
seemed to be their own entities lost somewhere between the everglades and the panhandle; and we all know Tampa doesn't really exist,
it's just a right wing military conspiracy. My
first peninsula, oh boy! The only dangling
appendage on the continental U.S. and I was
moving there! I'd created a to-do list by the
time we touched down complete with gator
wrestling lessons and drawl practice. Although I'd packed
my stereotypes tightly, I was surprised by the deep south's
charm and diversity.
t,
The first thing I like to do whenever I go to a new
b:' place whether it's Barcelona, Berkeley or Burnsville is turn
on the TV for a half an hour. One finds a surprising amount
,::i.. of information about the local cultural, economic, and
~ social climate in a short period of time through commer;
cials. You have to be careful, but distinguishing between
local and national publicity is typically easy even for a
~
novice. It was late August and you had your usual back to

;J
e:

:1
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school sales. In ten minutes I learned it was a large
enough town to support a Target, Wal-Mart, and Sam's
Club. Also, I saw two ads for focal college football. One
was for a community college (TCC)and the other was for
Florida Agriculture & Mining University (FAMU). I gleaned
two important facts from these last two ads. First, I added
students from one community college and university to the already whopping 37,000 plus
student population of Florida State University
(FSU). The second fact was confirmed by local
merchants; both a restaurant and car dealership used football to advertise. Among residents here, being a football fan is an identity.
I had unwittingly discovered a new caste system in the deep south.
I knew the next thing I had to do was
start drinking. Deep in the trenches lay teeming masses of sorority girls who I planned on
pumping for information. I had to infiltrate the fortified circles around kegs at house parties; covertly insert myself
into conversation under the guise of local. To think and
feel like I was a student here I chose FSU as my school, my
team: the Seminoles. Without searching much, I found a
few watering holes crowded with game. Armed with a
major in Sports Psychology and Molecular Physics minor, I
thrust headfirst into my focus group as a Florida undergrad.
After five or six lost jokes about Seminole fluid I noticed the
dialogue was a little abrasive; a perfect opportunity to lubricate_the conversation with my secret weapon ...footbalf. The
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results were immediate and compelling. Whether I had
anything in common with someone or not was forgotten at
the mention of the Florida State Seminoles or any football
related topics. We were g~lvanized instantaneously, two
more chatting cogs in the machinery of this glorified town.
My second almost concurrent discovery was that
people in Florida (With a few exceptions like Mr. Jessup
Allen and Mr. Mehmet Onen) are a lot more attractive than
people at Bard. Conditioned by a subtropical climate to
wear less clothing, students here are more motivated to
make themselves look appealing. With a powerful sun overhead, the skin they're forced to bear openly is usually tan.
Also due to the longer seasons of hot sun any random
group is predominantly blond. Most important however is
body tone. After carefully conducted ocular surveys, an
overwhelming majority of Tallahassee students appeared to
be lively and fit The most common garb for a male was
baggy athletic shorts and a tee shirt; while women wore
mostly gold colored hotpants with FSU printed in garnet letters on the back. Women also sported a garnet version
with gold lettering. This reporter failed to notice the styles
of other clothing after discovery of the hotpants, with the
exception of sandals. I still have yet to meet someone who
doesn't own a pair, or wears closed to€a shoes for any
other reason than observing health codes. Even if temperatures reach such scathing depths as to require socks, I will
continue my research thoughtlessly and in the intellectual
spirit of the Observer. Give Leon a big hug for me, I'll write
again when I find work.

Exploii:ation and Globalization
The WTO, farmer's rights,and the troublesof globalization

I

by !Jacqueline Moss
This past week, the WTO convened in
Cancun, Mexico, to discuss the
issues of world trade and globalization, and is still debating possible
policy changes in an attempt to
address the trade issues of the
worlds' couritries-and especially the
effects of these policies on developing nations.
The developing nations represented at the WTO's recent meeting caused a lot of commotion, mainly because they
banded together to
form the Group of
21 and demanded
the WTO lower the
subsidies paid to
the worlds richest
nations for their
produce-subsidies
which make it near
impossible for
small, often impoverished farmers in
developing countries to compete
with the cheaper
imports from countries like the United
States, Great
Britain, and Japan in their own
national market. The Group of 21
represents the majority of the world's
farmer and of the world's population.
Developing nations have
been calling for a reduction in subsidies paid by our country and others
for years now, and their voices seem
to fall on deaf ears. Because subsidized farm produce can be sold dramatically underprice in other nations,
small local farmers can't compete

Capitalism

and so are often forced into city
slums to find work. Competition is
what makes the world economy flourish, but there comes a point when
trade is no longer healthy competition, but simply richer and more powerful nations exploiting weaker
nations by flooding the market with
their cheaper goods. I do think the
nations controlling the WTO are taking advantage of developing countries' markets, but I also believe that
the decline of
small farms and
the increase of
urban populations and manufacturing jobs
are part of the
natural progress
of capitalism.
The closure of
farms and explosion of urban
populations and
manufacturing
was one of the
things that lead
our country into
the industrial
revolution and to
become the prosperous nation we
are today. However, just because our
nation endured the horrors of unregulated industrial development doesn't mean I want it to be part of other
nations' history. I don't think these
poor farmers should be forced into
horrible sweat-shops or put out on
the street, but I find it hard to
believe they will be able to maintain
their life as farmers in a world economy run in a capitalistic fashion. If

1s about

making money ... even

at the expense of basic
human decency and

doing the right thing.

these farmers are to retain their
position as farmers, it will require a
lot of money and a huge amount of
government regulation in order to
prevent foreign investors from buying
out the land. Most of the countries
represented by the Group of 21 just
don't have the resources to protect
farms or safely regulate industrialization. I think it would be wonderful if
people didn't have to live the life of
abused labor, but I find it unrealistic
to hope that the our nation, or any of
the other powerful and rich nations,
will step aside and support these
farmers. Capitalism is about making
money, and those in power will do
whatever they can to ensure that
they get the biggest slice of the world
economy as possible-even at the
expense of basic human decency and
doing the right thing.
I know I may anger a few
people by not fully supporting the
cause of the farmers, and that I take
the middle road and never make a
decisive argument for either side, but
this is how I feel. I feel that the
exploitation of the weak is wrong, but
inevitable based on the Zeitgeist of
the time and the fact that (I know
this is terribly cliche, but I can't
seem to avoid it) capitalism and
money make the world go 'round.
wish things were different, and I try
to do what I can to change the present situation, but I can't help but
doubt that the farmers' situation-and
the situation of most impoverished
people-will change; at least in the
near future.
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Meditationson the valuesof growingup
by !SilenceNoGood

I
Bard by leaving your glasses and trays scattered around

he fiktm~~r
mur
. ··

my bes
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Kline and then freak out when the bees come. So I have
You hypocritical

BASTARDS! You make me sick!

In my

car last week I drove by your so-called installation
excuse for a bus station and saw YOUR shit:

·art

paper cups

advice for you kids: you don't need drugs to calm the
fuck down.

"A place to think" - it's also a place to fol-

low through on your goddamn beliefs.

Your mom isn't

full of crap, soda cans, napkins, plates oozing with

here to wipe your ass for you. How hard is it to pick up

ketchup and all ·swimming with tl)ose yellow and black

that ugly ass tray and carry it back to the washroom so

things that have taken over Bard like the US taking over

the Kline staff doesn't have to do it for you. They have

Iraq.

to deal with enough of your bitching as it is on that stu-

Now I have a question for all of you: Aren't you all

supposed to be liberal hippies?

Aren't you supposed to

give a rat's ass about your envlronment,
earth?

your mother

This is what I don't get about you crazy kids, you

claim you're all so in tune with nature and you don't use
products tested on animals and then you go and fuck up

pid Kline comments wall.

"Oh I want crunchy peanut

butter, boo hoo ...l want I want ..." It's on sale in the fuck-

·.eve,

ends,. who's hotte

, ....
lli?[ts ..•
................
..

·:·.~:t:~/.:

lfh~!f{~)A~·eds
~di~quesp/ease'send your queries

Jems,via e-

ing Green Onion. Yo.u have bard bucks, go buy some!
So please, be Adults like you're supposed to be.
Silence NoGood says, "Don't be a dick."
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Curbside

:with CllpCake

_ Short, sweet,and usuallybaked

I

I

by CupCAKE

70

Hello everybody. My name is
CupCake. Short sweet and usually
baked. I'm what the administration
calls a transfer student. That's why
I don't look like the rest of you.
I transferred from a community college. Greenfield Community College,
GCC (pronounced 'gick'). A community college is a place where high
school dropouts, pigs in training,
veterans and single sexy moms
come together to learn what we
should have learned in high school.
Contrary to popular belief, there is
no sense of community in community colleges- rather a grandiose
notion of dysfunction blossoming
into Associate's Degrees via teachers that.give a shit and cheap
tuition. It's in my best interest to
note that I am not one of the aforementioned high school dropouts
and for that matter, nor am I a single sexy mom- my baby daddy take
fine care of us thank you vurmuch.
I did not attend high school
for Extenuating Circumstances. For
future reference, we'll call that my
EC (pronounced 'ick'). lck=Gick. The
EC will not be discussed. Ever.
Unless it's appropriate which I
doubt it could be. CupCake is frosted in layers of mystery and sprinkled with ambiguity and drizzled
wit...no, nevermind. Return and Tab.
I suppose high school is
okay in the abstract. It works on
paper like marriage and communism. Swallow your pride and set an
alarm for 6 a.m. to catch a goldenrod limousine. Skip the classes you
hate with the teachers you hate
cuz, you know, you hate them. Then
skip the classes you like with the
teachers you like cuz, you know, you
could. I actually went to 9th grade.
-That was before the EC, see I'm not
making shit up, I know where you
kids are coming from. Kind of. Not
really. At all. And I do 't want to.
What I do want to know is this: if
- beer is liquid bread (and it is), and
carbohydrates fill you up (and they
do), why am I hungry after my 2nd
4Ooz? Cupcake gets to the real
issues plaguing students today.
Remember, I'm here to help.

About this article, if you're
by:
a. affairs of the heart
b. afflictions of the brain
c. affluence of the checking
account

troubled

Feel free to:
a. send me detailed descritions of
Wagnerian Women in this Wide
World of Whoopie
b. send me short answer essay
questions
c. send me money
This is not a funny column.
CupCake is not a funny girl. I'm just
like real, okay guys. Like a gray-~yed J-Lo whose ass cheeks don't
punch each other when I walk.
(Cause ahm reeeaaaaallll)
And I. Can't go. On. Without
you. That was the last J-Lo reference you'll ever read in this article.
Ever.
What I really want to talk
about today is UFOS. Not green
goopies with the meepmeep and
the phonehome. I'm talking Unit~d
Friends Observers Society. The
United Friends Observers Society is
not a group of small people hiding
under pews in meeting houses, no.
Although Quakers will be referred to
in the future, believe you me. The
. UFOS is a club in this immediate
area who watch for extraterrestrial
life. All of them have seen unexplained phenomena zooming over
the Hudson Valley and many of
them have been abducted. I read
this in a less fascinating local newspaper that you shouldn't bother
with since Cupcake will always
peruse it for you; I'm only here to
help. This article said 'The Hudson
Valley is second in the world for
number of sightings of unidentified
flying objects, second only to that
land known as Area 51."
The only logical conclusion
is that aliens receive signals from
WXBC. Do you what that means? It
means Earth is represented by Postalterna-indie-tronic
and that makes
CupCake sad. Cupcake is asking
WXBC to broadcast Aliens
Anonymous: a special show
for aliens that perhaps don't appreciate emo and discoblitzcore and

progressive sleaze and they can call
in and chat·without being made fun
of.
(Progressive sleaze is also known
as epic sleaze. A good example of
epic sleaze is Lustlab.)
(However Lustlab is a band
that may or may not be composed
of entirely extraterrestrial life. We
will visit that argument in the
future. Part of the problem is
Alaska and whether it's actually
part of Earth. I say it's a giant
meteor. Aleutian Islands= comet
tail. Whoa is right).
Please excuse the warring
of the parenthesis in the previous
paragraph. You know what they say
about parenthesis don't you? Once
you pop the fun don't stop. That's
also what they say about whippets
and virgins. Or so I hear from other
people with experience in whippets
and virgins, often simultaneously;
meaning they talk all at once about
doing whippets and virgins at the
same time.
But I digress. Petaliferous.
It's a real word. It means having
petals. Peter's Principle means we
are promoted to the highest level of
incompetence. And a pettifogger is
someone who fusses over trivial
details. If scrolling down my
Microsoft Word Dictionary with
glossy eyes and sweaty palms
before falling asleep to an undulating iTunes visual makes me a geek
then ...then ... maybe people will stop
calling me a dirty raver. Hah. Don't
get me started. Speakerhugging
mowefugguhs, I'll show you what to
do with a dead glowstick.
Ahemma ahem. This last
paragraph is where I reevaluate the
lies in the article. First, I'm not usually baked, but when I am baked I
compensat_e by acting twice as
straight- assume the double negative of what they expected.
Secondly, I'm not a sexy married
mama; I'm not even a mama.
~!though you may call me Ma, like
that other bad R&B (Rap & Bullshit)
song that goes 'Hey Ma/whassup/
we gon git it on toniiite'. The third
lie is, you guessed correct - I'm
never hungry after my 2nd 40oz
(silly rabbits). It takes four of them.
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Discrimin_atingPalates Want to Know
WhydissingKline ispasse
jby Alissa Bernard

I

I like Kline.
Call me crazy (and I'll agree). but the fact
remains. It's not because the inexpficable
abdominal pains remind me of my continued
existence,
or even the panicky search for familiar
faces
among the blurry multitudes
that sends that delicious chill through my body; there's so much
more to it. I love the idea of Kline. Kline brings
us together.
In the microcosm
of human society that is
Bard, f_\line has become as much a Jungian archetype as the hero or the maiden. It represents
nonfulfillment,
a quest for satisfaction.
Even the
mention of Kline brings the same expression
to
everyone's
face, and I love it for that: there is
something to be said for shared experiences, my
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the drab report
by Tom Mattos
It seems only fitting that my first regular
column be kicked ·off with one of the
most drawn out and confusing issues
that has been plaguing Bard for the past
years. The new Bard vs. Old Bard debate
rages on and on and on, leaving casualties and animosity strewn across the
campus. This little group of thoughts will
aim to end the issue once and for all.
Naive, you would say, and I would agree.
No one is going to listen to this (it's a
struggle to get my friends to just read it).
but for me, it will be cathartic and nothing more.
I'm going to throw my two
cents into th-e.fray, and then I'm going to
shut up and ncit think about it anymore. I
will live my life.
It seems to me that there is an
unwritten grandfather clause at Bard. It
reads something like this: "whatev_er it is
Bard was when you got here, that is what
it is for you today." Personally, I am comfortable with walking into the campus
center with 40oz. in tow, and I am comfortable
parking my car in fire lanes
when I need to unload my amplifiers and
guitars. To put it simply, I feel that I can
do just about anything' I want to, as long
as it's not something ridiculous (i.e. lightTo other stuing a mattress on fire).
dents, this feeling may be different.
A
freshman that was made to dump out his
or her precious Olde English Gravidong
might be less inclined to walk aro_und
with one in the future. That's the grandfather clause at work. After a while, you
get to know security, and it becomes
more difficult for them to enact minute
and frivolous changes, especially when
you've had no notification that anything
actually changed.
I feel like a child spending all
this time trying to justify my right to preserve my drinking habits.
And that is
exactly what it is- it's a childish, annoying, stupid
argument
to be having.
Especially in college. We should take all
this time we spend on the Old Bard vs.
New Bard argument to go and give the
rugby field a good cutting with a pair of
left-handed plastic scissors. At least, in
the end, something would come of it.
We all need to decide what kind of institution we want here at Bard. I'm tired of
all the campus rhetoric organizing solely
around drinking, and I think we should
start looking at some other serious
issues. In the end, we're paying almost
forty thousand fucking dollars to han
around this place, I would say we can do
what we want while we're here (the one
thing that hasn't changed about Bardthey need your money!) Instead of complaining, let's just do what we want and
let the chips fall where they may.
The face of Bard is changing,
each new class is exactly that- a new
class, a new group of people with new
ideals and new ways of looking at things.
Some of the values may carry over, and
some may not.
It's not up to me to
decide what a freshman
should
or
shouldn't be. I remember back to the
days when I was a freshman and my class
got attacked in some lame publication
I also
called 'The Bard Dirty Hippie."
remember thinking
'Don't these assclowns have anything better to do?' I'm
tired of everyone shitting on the first
years simply because they're new. Yes,
cell phones are lame. I think it's funny
when I see these androids
walking
around attached to an electronic leash.
But then I remember that I'm not the one
on the cell phone and I don't really give a
shit. And then I smile, and think about
things that I do give a shit about.
But
that's beside the point.
The point is this: Hey Freshman
class: Don't pay any attention to these
waggers-of-heads that criticize you for
being new. Bard is yours just like it is
mine. Make it what you want, but make
sure it becomes what you want it to be.
And as for this
Old-Bard-New-Bard
mumbo jumbo, forget about it. It's all
mixing together into a pejorative nightmare.
And if you wonder why you're
reading about "pejorative
nightmares'
from the same guy who repeatedly talks
about poop over dinner, you'll have to figure that shit out on your own.

friends.
True, all of the good food in Kline was not
made in Kline. It's also true that the rest of it
ranges downward from surprisingly
decent to, at
best, misguided.
But similar things can be said
for many colleges. And when I think of some of
the food I have tasted at other institutions,
I
thank my lucky stars for the salad and the passable hummus. Then I take it a step further
and
realize that making amazing food is not the
point. Let us satisfy our hopelessly
refined
- that's what the CIA is for.
palates elsewhere
I'm not trying to say that I don't shudder
a little every time I swipe my card and peer into
the steaming trays at something
utterly bizarre.
It's just that bemoaning
the state of Kline food is
so passe.
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Madame PG
Aquarius(January20-February17):
Nothing is beyond your reach, Aquarius (and if it is, go out
and buy yourself some heels). Whether it's scoring that hot
job you've been craving, or finally going out with the hottie
you've been eyeing, the world is at your fingertips this
month. Start something new, or finish something you've
been procrastinating. Whatever you do, you can't go wrong
(well, you can, but don't).

easy to lose direction when you never stop to check a map.
Side Note: Just smile and nod your way through the crowd.

Leo (July22-August22):
Hope you've been working on your game there, killer. You're
gonna be getting some heavy competition this week ...think
you're up for the challenge? Well someone's gettin' lucky
tonight (so don't forget the condoms!)

Side Note: Order a cocktail you've never had before.
Side Note: I Love You!

Pisces(February18-March 19):
You're on fire this month, Pisces! Your sex appeal is off the
charts. Take a long shower, throw on some feisty clothes,
and grab yourself a dance partner. Floor's all yours.
Side Note: Try the Flamenco!

Aries (March 20-April 19):
The Cat & Mouse game went out of style before Cher did.
He/she deserves to know the truth. What are you really
afraid of after all. ..being happy? This one's special. Let
him/her know how you feel. And be an optimist - order
some champagne and strawberries for the both of you.
Worst comes to worst, you've still got the strawberries and
bubbly.
Side Note: Deep breaths.

Taurus(April 20-May 19):
Take control this month, Taurus. Starting with your closet.
That's right, it's a mess. Make all friendly-like with the
washer and dryer, because they're gonna be your best
friends or your worst enemies in your quest for clean
clothes. And don't be stingy with the detergent either.
Nothing beats the smell of downy-fresh underwear.
Side Note: Start small. Neist month, maybe, you can think
about cleaning under the bed. One thing at a time though baby steps.

Gemini (May 20-June 20):
Money will grow on trees for you this month, Gemini (and if
not, just roll some joints and imagine). Enter a raffle, buy a
lottery ticket, or find a jar to start saving up loose change.
When fortune finally strikes, don't forget to share. ff a family member or close friend is in need, help them out. It'll
come back tenfold.
Side Note: Bet on #'s 9, 16, 27 or 83 (or don't, but good
·
luck choosing your own!)
Cancer (June 21-July 21):
Yeah, yeah, yeah. We all know life's an endless party. Don't
forget to take some time for yourself though. Life ain't
always beer and skittles (only most of the time), and it's

(t2)3 c(\~O~O~l~

Virgo (August23-September 21):
Focus for a second, Virgo. Your mind has been jumping
from one idea to the next before your coffee even has a
chance to kick in! It's time to straighten yourself out and
make some decisions. Don't look back yet, you're onto
something!
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Side Note: I said FOCUS.Yeah, you.
Libra (September 22-0ctober 22):..,
Take a day off. Sleep. Smile. Drink Chamomile tea and
watch reruns in your PJ's. Take a long bath and splurge on
bubbles. Don't make any promises, read magazines in the
sun, and run up a phone bill. Take your time (not your temperature), take a nap (mid-afternoon - yessss!) And blow a
kiss to someone you love.
Side Note: You deserve it.

Scorpio(October23-November 21):
Enough monotony. Spice it up a bit. If things have seemed
dull lately, you've no one to blame but yourself. The time
will come when you won't be given any more chances. If
you don't take one now, you may never forgive yourself.

©ostatJ<ate,,
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Side Note: Remember James Dean: "Dream as if you'll live
forever, live as if you'll die today."

Sagittarius(November22-December 20):
Physical exercise is your top priority this month. If your body
feels good, it's hard for your mind to disagree. Not much for
dumbbells? Lift the TV (off your bed stand and toss it out) a
few times, grab a heavy bag, mow the lawn or wrestle a little brother. The possibilities are endless.
Side Note: Apply.

Capricorn(December 21-January19):
Its been rough, but things will be clearing up soon. None of
that "silver lining• bull-shit though, you'll still feel the sting.
And Band-Aids prove surprisingly ineffective. The first step
towards recovery is acceptance. From there, go out and
rent "The Princess Bride.' What a great flick.
Side Note: True love conquers all. Even R.O.U.S.'s

Hey Kiddies,
The Observer
will print your
s free.of
cost. A little
free publicity
never hurt
anyone.Send
your ads to:
Observer@
Bard.edu
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Religous periphenalia of the ag~s
by Laurence Laufer ESQ.

1
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Who got the salute and who got the boot.
1

1

111:111111t1111::1111,~1
1:11111;1111:1111:111:1::

LaurieDahlberg:tenured and promoted to AssociateProfessor
Christopher
Gibbs:tenured and named James H. OttawayJr.
Professor
FeliciaKeesing:tenured and promotedto AssociateProfessor
FrankScalzo:tenured
RebeccaThomas:tenured
GeraldReigenborn:
denied tenure*
JeffSichel:denied tenure*
*Tenuredenials provide for one last year of teaching at Bard
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Freshman Profiles
by Rose Swan Meacham, p. 5
Get to know your fellow freshman
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Bard Students beware of free musiclThe fuzz is on the hunt
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MP-3's Land College Students in Lawsuits
by Joanne Fivesdal, p. 2
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An interview with Bard's resident pirates of the Hudson River
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The BARD~e Sets Sail ·
by Tom Mattos, p. 4
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e-moo: The Refreshing Milk Drink for kids of the Internet Age
by Elizabeth Daley p. 6
The internet generation and their favorite new beverage.

Never to Hot for Drop ff:like it's Hot Pants
by Bart Yates, p. 8
Bardian reporting from the bowels of Florida.
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The Guy at Kline, p. 9
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See your fellow Bard students respond on the spot to a random question.
Courtesy of Elizabeth Daley & Jamie Newman

Exploitation and Globalization
by Jaqueline Moss, p. 9
The WTO,farmer's rights, and the troubles of globalization
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